
SYNOPSIS

Campus  Law  is  a  wild  ride  following  

three  friends  that  have seemingly  found  the  perfect  way  to  

keep  living  the  college  lifestyle  after  graduation.  Taking  the  expression  

"stay  in  school"  a  little  too  literally,  Robby  Gilroy,  Quincy  Fox  and  Tag  

Truman  decide  to  work  as  security  guards  at  their  former  campus.

Wanting  to  fit  in
  with but  also  demanding  that  their  authority  be respected, 

they  constantly  get  themselves  into hilariously uncomfortable situations with 

teachers and students alike. 

the

production

Campus  Law  is a comedy TV 

show created by Montreal sketch 

team Moving Mind Studio, fighting to 

earn $500k in production funds as 

part of the CBC ComedyCoup Comedy 

Accelerator program.

With a unique concept, as well as an over-

whelmingly positive response from existing 

Moving Mind Studio fans and new viewers alike, 

it is amongst the front-runners to be green-lit into 

production for a half-hour TV special on the CBC 

Network. 

STYLE & TONE

A  single‐cam  sitcom with  a  striking  visual  style that has

never been seen on television, Campus  Law  incorporates  

stylized  camera  movement  and  sound  effects  into  its 

storytelling.  In  addition  to the  dynamic  directing  style,

Campus  Law  integrates on-‐screen  graphic elements

that  offer  the  viewer  glimpses into  the  minds  of 

the  protagonists.  Each  character  "zones  out" once

in  a  while,  shedding  light  on  their  thought  process,

imagination and  fantasies.  The  visual  feel  of  each

 character's "zone  out" moments  reflect  their

respective  character traits.
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contact us!

MOVING MIND STUDIO

Moving Mind Studio, the creators of Campus Law, is a trio of come-

dian/filmmakers from Montreal that have been making comedy 

videos together on YouTube for over four years. Their videos have 

accumulated millions of views, and have had several viral video hits.

Having proven that they can generate laughs and attract large     

audiences online, they're now fighting for the opportunity to prove 

that they can bring the same level of success to the world of TV, 

and are only a few steps away from doing so.

The power to bring Campus Law to life is in the 

hands of the people. With votes and support 

from the public over at

ComedyCoup.com/CampusLaw

we can join the ranks of other hilarious comedi-

ans that have made the successful jump from 

online to on-screen.

phone:
514.591.8684
email:
campuslawofficial@gmail.com

social:

For more information visit:comedy.com.com/campuslaw
or get in touch with Ryan, Sam and Brandon through any of the following: 

@CampusLawTV


